B5690  BLACKENSTEIN (USA, 1973)
(Other titles: Black Frankenstein)

Credits: director, William A. Levy; writer, Frank R. Saletri.
Cast: John Hart, Ivory Stone, Joe De Sue, Andrea King, Liz Renay.
Summary: Blaxploitation/horror film set in the contemporary US. Eddie Turner (De Sue) is a hospitalized paraplegic Black Vietnam veteran. His girlfriend Winifred (Stone) is an assistant to Dr. Stein (Hart), a Nobel Prize winner in physics now working in genetic engineering. Stein and Winifred believe they can create new limbs for Eddie who reluctantly agrees to the experiment. But another assistant to Stein, also in love with Winifred interferes and Eddie is turned into a maniacal killer who is ultimately run down and killed by Doberman pinschers.
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